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Conformity declaration

According to the european legislation REACH 1907/2006  - 830/2015  EC (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization of

Chemicals)

Base of the conformity declaration of ISC Plastic Parts, S.L.

Our �rm ISC is aware of what states the new REACH european legislation according to which ISC Plastic Parts an INTERMEDIATE

USER according to article 13, and for this reason our �rm has no obligation to register its products, it is only compelled to

garantee that the sustances have been registered. Our responsibility is stated in the paragraph VI, articles 31 to 36

(information in the supply chain) and in paragraph V, articles 37 to 39 (Downstream users) and we declare that we are

completely aware of our obligations and of the need to meet the REACH regulation.

At the end of 2008 we contacted our suppliers to know their situation and their intentions about the respect of the mentioned

legislation. They all said that they pre-register or have the intent to pre-register their products to garantee the respect of the

REACH regulation.

ISC states that it is its responsibility that its products meet the norms of the REACH legislation. None of the 181 substances that

appear in the list of SVHC, ”Substances of Very High Concern" (issued by the ECHA European Chemicals Agency) can be

found in a concentration higger than 0,1% of its weight. If a new contaminant is added to the list, we will meet our obligations

of information, according to the article 33 of the REACH agreement.

REACH responsible:  F. Alcalde – Text revision: 15/09/2020

IMPORTANT: this declaration is based on the information received from our suppliers, ISC Plastic Parts will assume no responsibility for

the validity of the information.
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